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ABSTRACT 
We show that through g+ 5 general points of [Pg- ’ passes a canonical curve of genus g. For low, 
odd values of g one may assign more points (g + 5 + [6/g - 21). The proof is based on a study of 
the normal bundle of g-cuspidal rational curves. 
These facts have consequences for the smoothability of the curve singularity consisting of r lines 
through the origin of k”, n < r< (“i ‘), in generic position. We strengthen some results of Pinkham 
and Greuel on such curves. 
INTRODUCTION 
A quartic in three variables depends on 15 parameters, so through 14 points 
in general position in IP’ passes a canonical curve of genus 3. In this paper we 
determine the maximal number r(g) such that through r general points in iPg-’ 
passes a canonical curve of genus g. Throughout we work over an algebraically 
closed field k of characteristic zero. 
Following Perrin [8] we translate our problem into one about the surjec- 
tivity of a map between Hilbert schemes and this leads to the study of the 
normal bundle of a canonical curve C in Ipg-‘: one has to show that 
H’(C, Nc( - 0)) = 0 for D a general divisor of degree r. Riemann-Roth gives 
rs g + 5 + [6/g - 21. One finds r(3) = 14, r(4) = 9 (the canonical curve and so the 
points lie on a unique quadric), r(5) = 12 and r(6) = 11 (See Section 1.3). So one 
expects r(g) = g + 5 for g even, g + 5 + [6/g - 21 for g odd. We prove that r? g + 5 
by considering a rational curve with g cusps in Ipg-‘. A Cremona transfor- 
mation of Ipg- ’ (the reciprocal transformation [ll, VIII 9 4.31) resolves the 
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curve. By explicit computations we compare the normal bundles of the curve 
and its resolution. A reducible canonical curve in lP6 gives r(7) = 13. I have not 
been able to settle the case g = 8; the general curve of genus 8 has a plane 
representation as octic with two triple points and seven nodes, so one knows 
the canonical embedding in terms of a rational map from Ip2 to lP7. One 
should be able to determine the normal bundle. 
The number r(g) is also the maximal number of general points in lPmg- *, 
occurring as hyperplane section of a nonspecial curve of genus g in Vg. A set 
of r points in lPr-g-’ has the same number of moduli as r points in iPg-‘; 
indeed one can associate a set of r points in Ipg-’ to r (ordered) points in 
ITJ’-~- ’ [l]. We show that the hyperplane section D = Ctl Vg- ’ and its image 
GK(D) C iPg-’ under the canonical embedding are associated sets. By a result of 
Pinkham [4, 91 the cone over r general points in V-t, n = r - g, n < rl (“i ‘), 
forms a curve singularity with smooth deformations if and only if the set of r 
points lies in the closure of the locus of hyperplane sections. Pinkham, and 
Greuel with different methods, obtained that the general cone is not smooth- 
able if r> g + 5 + [6/g - 21. The original motivation for this work was to see how 
sharp their result is. 
1.1. SOME HILBERT SCHEMES 
We review some results due to Kleppe; our reference is Perrin [8]. Let 
iPC IP; be a projective k-scheme and p a polynomial; we write H@) for the 
Hilbert scheme HiI% of closed subschemes of IP with Hilbert-Samuel poly- 
nomial p. For polynomials p and q one has the flag scheme F(p, q): an S-valued 
point is a couple (X, Ys) of closed subschemes X,C YsC IP,, flat over S, 
where for s E S the fibres X, and Y, have Hilbert-Samuel~polynomials p and q. 
The scheme F(p,q) has two natural projections: 
We now look at these maps at the level of tangent spaces. Let NX be the 
normal bundle of X in Ip. Then T,H(p) = H’(X, Nx). 
PROPOSITION 1. Let (X, Y) be a rational point of F(p, q) and let T be the 
Zariski tangent space to F(p, q) in (X, Y). Then the diagram 
T dg ’ Ho@--, NY) 
is Cartesian. 
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THEOREM 2 (Kleppe). Let (X, Y) be a rational point of F(p, q). Suppose that 
H(p) is smooth in Y. Zf r : H”( Y, Nr)+Ho(X, Nylx) is surjective, then f is 
smooth in the point (X, Y). In particular, the image off contains an open 
neighbourhood of X. 
1.2. CURVES AND POINTS 
We define 
A@, d, g) = sup (r [through r general points in Ip” passes a %Cf’} 
where Vf stands for a smooth curve of genus g and degree d. The case n = 3 
is studied by Perrin [8]. Following him we give another expression for N(n, d, g), 
which makes it possible to use the results of the previous section. 
We consider the situation of Section 1.1 with IP C Ip”, p(z) = r and q(z) = 
=dz+ 1 -g. Let H, be the open subscheme of H(p), which contains the sub- 
schemes D consisting of r distinct points of Ip” and let Hd,g be the open sub- 
scheme of H(q) whose rational points are the smooth connected curves C of 
degree d and genus g in Ip”. In F(p, q) we consider Fridg =f -‘(H,)ng-‘(Hd,J; 
the restrictions of the projections are denoted by f, and g,. Then: 
IV@, d, g) = sup {r lim f, contains a non-empty open subset of H,} . 
The restriction map H”(C, N&+H’(D, NclD) sits in the cohomology sequence 
of the exact sequence 
So to prove that N(n, d,g)>r, it suffices by Theorem 2 to find a curve C and 
a divisor D, consisting of r. distinct points, with H’(N,( - 0)) = 0. 
REMARK. In fact it suffices to find such a d and a singular curve C in the 
closure of Hd,g with H’(N,( -0)) = 0: then H’(N,) = 0 so H(q) is smooth in C, 
df is surjective so f is smooth in (C, D). 
1.3. CANONICAL CURVES 
We now consider the case of canonical curves. The canonical map GK : C+ 
-+ lP(H’(C, wc))*z Ipg- ’ embeds a non-hyperelliptic curve C in Ipg- ’ with 
degree 2g - 2; conversely every gC2g-2 in Ipg-’ is a canonical curve. 
DEFINITION. Let r(g) be the number ZV(g - 1,2g - 2,g), so r(g) is the supre- 
mum of the numbers of general points in iPg- ‘, lying on a canonical curve. 
We look at low values of g: 
g=3: plane quartics are determined by 14 points, r(3)= 14. 
g=4: a canonical curve is the complete intersection of a cubic and a unique 
quadric. This quadric is determined by 9 points, while 6 additional points on 
it specify the curve: r(4)=9. 
g= 5: the general curve is a complete intersection of three quadrics, so 
r(5) = 12. 
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g = 6: the general curve of genus 6 has a plane representation as C6(402), a 
curve of degree 6 with 4 double points, so the canonical curve lies on a Del 
Pezzo surface S of degree 5. One has the exact sequence 
The degree of Nc/Ip is 70 and deg N,,,= 20( = 36 - 4.4). For a general divisor 
D of degree 12 we find that hl(Nc( -D)) =h’(i *Ns,& -D))z 1 by Riemann- 
Roth, so the map fi2 between the smooth spaces Fr2; 10,6 and HI2 cannot be 
surjective. It is not difficult to see that r(6) = 11. 
In the examples up to now we found r(g) =g+ 5 for g even and r(g) = 
=g+5+ [6/g-2] for odd g. 
LEMMA 3. One has r(g)sg+5+[6/g-21. 
PROOF. The scheme H, is smooth of dimension r(g - l), while F,; 2g-2,g is 
smooth of dimension 3g - 3 + (g2 - 1) + r so when f, is surjective, then r + g2 + 
+3g-4rr(g-2). cl 
For higher general a direct approach as above does not seem to work. We 
will look for a pair (C, D) with H’(N,( -0)) = 0. The classification of plane 
representations of curves (depending on their gonality) up to genus 8 [6, lo] 
leads one to expect the maximal value for r only for the most general curves 
(in the Brill-Noether sense). 
2.1.A g-CUSPIDAL RATIONAL CURVE 
A plane tricuspidal quartic can be obtained with a quadratic transformation 
from a conic which is tangent to the fundamental lines. 
In general a reciprocal transformation [ 11, p. 1791 of Ipg-’ yields a g- 
cuspidal curve: choose g points pl, . . . . pg on Ip’, given by linear forms pi= 
=@--a&, i=l,...,g; the map @:IP1+lP:=IPg-‘:(s:t)~(~~:...:~~) 
embeds fP’ as a conic C which is tangent to the coordinate hyperplanes. 
The reciprocal transformation T: ll---027~ Pg-‘, given by (cl : . . . : 6) = 
=(1/z* : . . . : l/z,), maps C onto a g-cuspidal curve r with cusps in the 
fundamental points of T-‘. So we have the diagram: 
C-P 
a-J 
/ 
IP’ n 
\ I 
I 
IT 
I 1 
r-17 
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The map T Ic : C+T is equal to the normalisation n : C-c because the @bi) 
do not lie on the intersection of two coordinate hyperplanes the map T looks 
locally in @(pi) as the blow up of T(@(pi)). 
To describe the ideal of Tin 17 we remark that projection of rfrom the linear 
space spanned by g - 4 cusps gives a cuspidal curve of degree 6 in 3-space, which 
determines a unique quadric; this gives rise to a quadric of rank four in 17, on 
which r lies. One computes: 
fijk/ = t”i - uj)(Uk - U1)3CkCl - (ai - ak)(aj - Ql>3CjCl + 
~“i~u~~~aj~u~~3~j~~+~uj~uk~~ui~u~~3~i~~~ 
(Uj-“,)(Ui-uk)3Crk-(Uk-u~)(Ui-uj)3rirj. 
The transform gijkl= ZiZjZkZ,~~k/ Of Ayk[ under T iS again a quadric: 
gjjk[= (ai- uj)(uk- a/)3ZiZj - (ai- uk)(uj- a,)3zizk t 
(Ui - u[)(uj - Uk)3Ziz[+ (uj - Uk)(Ui - U[)3zjzk - 
(Uj- U[)(Ui-Uk)3zjz[- (Uk-Ul)(Ui-Uj)3zkz[. 
For g 15 the (g - 2)(g - 3)/2 linear independent quadrics fi2k[, 3 I kc 1 s g, 
generate the ideal of f. 
The normal bundle NC of C in iP splits as a direct sum e(4)@ o(2)@ 
@ -*a @ O(2). We can realise this splitting in the following way: C lies in a plane 
S and N,,,=@(4); consider also cones Ki, i= l,...,g-3, on C from g-3 
points, which together with S span IF’. Then Nc,K,~ e(2) and Nc= N,/& 
@(@NC/K,). 
For the normal bundle of r we look first at a curve C with a cusp in p. 
Although P is not a Cartier divisor on C we define @o( - P) with the exact 
sequence 
(1) o+ a,( - P)‘Q,-+ @p-O. 
The stalk of S,( - P) in p is m,,. If n : (c,p)*(C,p) is the normalisation 
then n*Uc( - P) has torsion. We use the notation @in for the torsion free 
inverse image of a sheaf 9r [3]: son : = n *g/Torsion. Then (G&-P)) 0 n E 
G Oc( - 2P), a line bundle, and n *( @,( - P) 0 n) = 4,( - P). 
We return to our g-cuspidal curve TC 17. From now on we will denote a cusp 
and its inverse image on C by the same symbol pi. Suppose g? 5. We tensorize 
the exact sequence on r, corresponding to sequence (l), with Nr and obtain 
Then NA - C Pi) on is a vectorbundle on C. 
LEMMA 4. There is an exact sequence 
O+Nc+Nd- C Pi)on* &3 kj,+O. 
i=l 
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As remarked earlier, locally T: (lP,pi)+(Z7, J+) is the blowing-up of pi~17. 
One can do a local computation (the case of a regular immersion is in [2, 
App.B.6.101). The lemma also follows from the computations below. 
PROPOSITION 5. There exists a vectorbundle ME g(4)@ a+. O@(4) on C, 
which fits into the exact sequence 
O+M+N~- C Pj)on+ & kji-rO. 
i=l 
COROLLARY 6. For g 15 we have r(g) 2 g + 5. 
PROOFOFTHECOROLLARY. For a divisor D of degree 5 on C with support 
outside 1 Pi we have H’(M( -0)) =H’(Nr( - C Pi-D)) = 0. The theory of 
Section 1.2 applies because r lies in the closure of HzgP2,s, as one sees by 
embedding an abstract smoothing of r over a discrete valuation ring with the 
relative dualising sheaf. cl 
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 5. We represent global sections of the bundles in 
question by means of homogeneous vectorfields. We choose for the Ki cones 
from (3:...:3:-1:3:...:3), where the -1 stands in the i-th place 
(i=4, . . . . g). So a global section of Nc,Ki is 
l(z) ( 3 a a f jjg - 4 az, > 
for a linear form l(z), which can also be regarded as a quadratic form q2(s, t) 
in coordinates on CG P’; we abbreviate this as q2(3 C aj-4ai). The bundle 
Nc,s is determined by the ruled surface, obtained by joining the points p E C 
with the fixed point q = (1 : . . . : 1) = (s = 0) on C with lines py; this leads to 
global sections q2 C a,, which have a double zero at q. 
The curve f is locally a complete intersection. At the cusp pk it is the inter- 
section of the quadrics fi2s4 and fizik, i=3,..., g, i # k (we suppose here that 
kl5): in the affine chart {&= 1) the equations f&k have independent linear 
parts, giving the Zariski tangent space of the cusp. So the indicated g-2 
functions generate the flKPl. -module 1D2. We will compute the action of our 
global sections of Nc on these generators. For these computations we may 
suppose that ak=O, using the coordinate change t- t’+aks on C. For a 
vectorfield d One has OII C the equality fluijk,) = (zizi zkz,) - l~~ijk,) because 
gjjk/ E 1(C). We will express rScf) as rational function of s and t: this is achieved 
by putting ci= t2(t - a$) -2, so <k = 1 and zi= (t - ajs)2/t2. It follows immedi- 
ately that for every ti~H’(Nc) the rational function ticfizjk) has a zero of 
order at least 2 in pk and f?‘9cfi234) one of order at least 4. To show that every 
section of NclK 
coefficient of s 5 
vanishes in pk as section of Nr( - C Pi) 0 n it suffices that the 
in (3 1 aj - 4&&2;k) vanishes. 
One finds: 
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aigiirm = (aj - aj)(a, - fZm)3Zj - (ai - a,)(aj - am)3zr + (ai - a,)(Oj - al)3zm 
SO 
( C ajk12ik@, 0 = - 4a1~2da~ - a2)@l- aiMa - ai)s2 
akgl2i&C% t, = - Cal - Q2)C”l - ui)(U2 - Ui){ (0, + U2 + U3)t2 
-2(UlU2+UlUi+U2Uj)St+3U,U2UiS2}* 
Therefore 
(3 C aj-4akkl2ik=% -az)(U~ - ai)(a2- Qi){(a, +a2+ a3Y2 
This result is independent of the assumptions on k. We conclude that 
M =iVc/s@(@No,K,(Pi)) can be considered as a subbundle of Nd - C Pi) 0 n. 
We define a new splitting of M’ using the global sections o : =s2C a, and 
ri:=S3(t-UiS)-‘(3C a,-4&), i=4 ,..., g. Consider for the i=4 ,..., g, i#k, the 
global section r9i = ri - (3/Ui)o. Then: 
fli(glZik)l(s: ?)=(I : O)= -4(ul -“2)ufuZ 
flj(g12ik)I(s:t)=(l :o)=O, j+i,k j=4, . . ..g. 
Define tY9,= U]U~U~T~ - ~(UIU~ + ~1~3 + u~u~)o; then: 
L9k(g12ik)I(s:t)=(l :O)= ~8~ul~u2><ul~ui>~u2~ui~~u3~ui>u~~~ 
~k(g123k)le:t)=(,:o,=0. 
SO t!Jk - 2 C (al- Ui)(U2 - Ui)(U3 - Ui)di vanishes inp, as section of Nr( - C Pi)on. 
Consider for r = 4, . . . , g the sections 
i=4 
i#r 
These g - 3 sections and the section o are linearly independent and generate M 
on C \ {q} , so they define a new splitting M’ = NC/s@ (@M;). The subbundle 
M=Nc/&(@M/(Pi)) of Nr( - C Pi)on satisfies ME 4(4)@ .a+ O@(4). 0 
2.2. THE CASE g=7 
It seems difficult to determine the.normal bundle of a curve with seven cusps 
by continuing the computation of the previous section, so we take a different 
approach. A general curve of genus 7 has a plane model C7(802) [7]. Consider 
a totally reducible septic, as shown in Figure 1. We regard 8 of its 21 double 
points as result of the projection of the “canonical model” of a reducible curve 
of arithmetic genus 7. The 8 points are the intersection points of the thin lines 
and are indicated ‘by a 0. The thick line segments give the incidence relations 
of the components of the curve C in lP6. The canonical system is cut out by 
quadrics through q1 through these 8 double points, so the lines through q1 are 
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Fig. 1. Plane model of a curve with pa= 7. 
embedded with degree 1, while the other five lines are tonics in lP6. Nine nodes 
ql, . . . . q9 are marked with a l and four points rl, . . . . r4 with a square. 
We describe the normal bundle of a nodal curve CC P” (cf. [5]). Let 
n : c--+C be the normalisation. One has the exact sequence 
OdNc+n*n *N,+ @ NQ eP-*O. 
nodes 
For a union C of smooth curves Ci one has n *Nc = Oi Nclci. We define for 
a node 6,(-P) as the kernel of @c-r @P. Locally around a node one has 
Nc( -P)on =Nclc,( -P)@Nc,cz( -P), which is locally free. 
LEMMA 7. Let C be the curve of Figure 1. Let D be the divisor, consisting of 
the nine nodes Qi and the four points Ri. Then H1(C, Nc( - 0)) =O. So 
r(7)= 13. 
“PROOF”. We normalise the singular points qj, because No( - C Qi) is a 
vector bundle on this partial normalisation. So C splits into three curves (Figure 
2). If the seven lines in IP’ are in general position, then the normal bundle, re- 
stricted to a conic Cjc C in lP6, splits as a direct sum O(4)@ 6(3)@ .a+ @ G(3). 
For special positions this may be not true: if the curve in Figure 1 is symmetric 
with respect to the diagonal, then the restriction of the normal bundle to the 
Fig. 2. Partial normalisation of C. 
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conic on the right-hand side of Figure 2 splits with degrees (4,4,3,3,2). For the 
lines II and 1, (see Figure 2) we have NcIrs 3 0(2)@28( 1). One establishes 
these facts and the lemma by straightforward, but lengthy computations. q 
3. ASSOCIATED POINT SETS 
DEFINITION [l]. Let n= (PI, . . . . pr} be a set of r ordered points in VP’, 
whose coordinates are given by a g x r-matrix P. A set of r points {q,, . . . , qr} 
inP , r-g- I given by a (r-g) x r-matrix Q is called associated to Z7 if PQ’ = 0. 
LEMMA 8. If II= {PI, *a', pr} c lPg-’ is a set of points such that no r- 1 
points lie in a hyperplane, then the associated set in IprFg- ’ is uniquely 
determined up to projective transformations. 
PROOF. Let the matrix P represent 17. We may suppose that P is of the form 
(ZP A). Write Q= (Q1, Q2) with Q1 a (r-g) xg-matrix. Then PQ’= Qi + 
+ AQ: = 0 implies that Q = (-A’, Z)Q2. Because no r - 1 points of Z7 lie in a 
hyperplane, no row of A is zero, so (-A’, I) determines r points in P-g-‘. 
This association is independent of the choice of P, because the expression 
PQ’ = 0 is invariant under the action of Cl(g) x Cl(r) x Gl(r - g) on M(g, r) x 
xM(r-g,r), given by (A, B,C; P,Q)-(APB-‘,CQB’). Iii 
THEOREM 9. Let (pl,:.., p,> be a hyperplane section of a non-special curve 
C of genus g in Ip r-g. Let GK : C-t Ip g-1 be the canonical embedding. Then 
{P ,, . . . . p,} and {@(PI)? . . . . @(p,)} are associated point sets. 
PROOF (essentially due to F.O. Schreyer). The linear system ID I, where the 
divisor D consists of the points pl, . . . , pr, embeds C. From the exact. sequence 
O-+ 8,+ 6,(D)-+ @&I)-+0 we find the sequence 
c-3 o-H”(~)-tHo(d(D))A+Ho(~~(D))~H’(Q)~o 
where A is the matrix of the map f y {f <pi)}. We may take a generator of the 
image of Ho(O) as first basis vector of ZZ”(@&I)), so A has the form (0, A’) 
for a (r-g) xg-matrix A’, describing the points pi in Pr-g-1. The sequence 
O-+oc( - D)-+o+o@ @7,-O gives an exact sequence, which we compare with 
the dual of the sequence (2): 
0- Ho(o) %-Z”(w@ @D)-H1(o( - D))- H’(o) -0 
Is I2 Ii Ii 
0-I-I’(@)*-H’&(D))*& H’(@(D))* -Ho(@)*-0 
Here B describes the map @- {#@i)). By Serre duality we may identify the 
sequences, so BA’=O and therefore B(A’)‘=O. 0 
4. CURVE SINGULARITIES 
Let L: be the curve singularity which consists of r general lines through the 
origin in k”, so L: is the affine cone over r general points in P-l. We are 
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interested in smooth deformations of L:: does there exist a small deformation 
X, of Xc = L,” with X, smooth? Under certain conditions every deformation X, 
of X0 comes from a projective deformation Xl of Xc, the projective cone over 
the r points. If Xt is smooth, then X+ is a hyperplane section of a smooth 
curve and X0, 03, our set of r points, is at least a limit of hyperplane sections. 
By the results of Pinkham and Greuel [4, 91 the cone L,” over a set of r points 
in generic position in IP”-‘, with n<~s(“+l 2 ), has smooth deformations if and 
only if the set of r points lies in the closure of the locus of hyperplane sections; 
the genus of the smooth curve is the g=r-n. So, using Theorem 9 and the 
results of Section (2.1) we have 
PROPOSITION 10. Let n < rs (“i ‘). The general L: has smooth deformations 
ifandonlyif(r-n-2)(n-5)re.6forr-n#8, wheree=Oorl,accordingto 
the parity of r - n. 
REMARK. In terms of g we have r r (2g + I+ i-)/2, which is greater than 
g + 5 for g > 10. The upper bound (r - n - 2)(n - 5) I 6 appears already in [4, 91. 
EXAMPLES. With g= 3 one finds that Ll: has in general no smooth defor- 
mations but L,‘: has; the dimension of a smoothing component of L,‘: is 
3g + r- 2 = 21 [4] and the dimension of the moduli space of 14 points in iP*’ 
is 20. 
In general Lfo is not smoothable, but Lf, is. It would be interesting to know 
if Lf, deforms into Lfo. 
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